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Skirted foundations have been widely applied as offshore foundations for several decades. In design, the
use of failure envelopes is convenient for assessing stability under combined loading. A large number of
studies on failure envelopes exist in the literature based on experiments and numerical analyses. Most of
these studies focus on ultimate capacity and static loading. This paper presents a numerical study
focusing on cyclic degradation and failure envelopes for skirted foundations subjected to combined
cyclic and static loading. It was found that the shapes of the failure envelopes are little affected by
degradation expressed by the number of equivalent cycles. In addition to failure envelopes, contours of
displacements were computed in the three-dimensional load space (vertical, horizontal and moment
load) for a more complete description of the response. As an example, the well-defined cyclic contour
diagrams of Drammen clay were utilised to demonstrate how foundation response diagrams can be
established. The database is accompanied by a simplified procedure to account for cyclic degradation
through equivalent number of cycles, different normalised load–displacement response and variation in
foundation geometry. The framework of procedures can be used to estimate foundation stiffness and
capacity and the results can serve as a basis for the development of foundation macro-element models.
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INTRODUCTION
Circular skirted foundations are, as the name indicates,
shallow circular foundations equipped with skirts embedded
into the seabed. The embedded skirts provide additional
stiffness and capacity to the foundation, but give only a
modest increase in the foundation weight. The advantages of
skirted foundations compared to foundations resting on the
seabed are well documented in several studies (Andersen &
Jostad, 1999; Villalobos et al., 2003; Cassidy et al., 2004;
El Sawwaf & Nazer, 2005; Jostad & Andersen, 2006; Singh
et al., 2007). The concept has been used in offshore
foundation engineering in various soil conditions for more
than 40 years. Skirted gravity-based structures (GBS),
suction anchors for floating platforms, spudcans equipped
with skirts, suction caissons on jackets and mono-caissons
for offshore wind turbines are all examples of shallow
foundations with skirts.
It is necessary to consider the cyclic nature of the

environmental loads as well as the combination of vertical
(V ), horizontal (H ) and moment (M ) loads in the design of
foundations to be installed offshore. The combination of
loads applied to a skirted foundation strongly depends on
the structural configuration. A single skirted foundation

supporting an offshore wind monopod structure will be
subjected to large overturning moments, whereas for skirted
foundations (e.g. suction buckets) supporting a jacket
structure, the large overturning moment is transferred
into vertical load pairs applied onto each of the foundations.
However, the present study is not limited to a specific
application or structural configuration and all load combi-
nations are therefore considered equally relevant.
Most results presented herein will be described in the

framework of failure envelopes, which has roots back to the
work by Roscoe & Schofield (1957). The advantages of
failure envelopes are thoroughly discussed in the literature
(Gottardi & Butterfield, 1993; Houlsby & Cassidy, 2002;
Gourvenec & Randolph, 2003; Gourvenec & Barnett, 2011).
The failure envelope approach is generally less conservative
than classical bearing capacity equations, such as Meyerhof
(1951), Meyerhof (1953), Brinch Hansen (1961) and
Brinch Hansen (1970). They provide a direct illustration of
the effect of combined loading and the mobilisation level,
and particularly how changes in individual load components
affect the global mobilisation. The properties of failure
envelopes for skirted foundations have been investigated
extensively in a number of experimental and numerical
studies. The studies have considered how the shape and size
of the failure envelopes are affected by the embedment depth,
foundation geometry, shear strength profile, undrained and
drained conditions, deformable and non-deformable soil
plug and limited interface shear and tension strength
(Jostad et al., 1994; Martin, 1994; Ukritchon et al., 1998;
Taiebat & Carter, 2000; Villalobos, 2006; Gourvenec, 2008;
Bransby & Yun, 2009; Randolph & Gourvenec, 2011; Vulpe
et al., 2014; Gerolymos et al., 2015; Ntritsos et al., 2015;
Vulpe, 2015). The present numerical study considers the
undrained response of circular skirted foundations in clay
subjected to combined static and cyclic general loading. The
results from the study include trends in both size and shape of
failure envelopes when subjected to cyclic loading, and in
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addition contours of displacements from combined loading
in the V–H–M load space. The effect of cyclic loading is
based on the cyclic behaviour of soil elements as described in
Andersen (2015). The results from this study have two major
applications: (a) the suggested procedure and the results can
be used to estimate the effect of cyclic loading on stiffness
and capacity of skirted foundations in clay; (b) the results can
be used as a basis for the development of foundation models
(macro elements) as they reveal fundamental trends of the
behaviour of skirted foundations subjected to cyclic loading
in the three-dimensional (3D) load space.

CLAY SUBJECTED TO CYCLIC LOADING
Cyclic loading significantly affects the behaviour of soil

and foundations and has been the subject of intense
research since the early studies in the late 1960s by, for
example, Seed & Lee (1966), Seed (1968), Ishihara et al.
(1975) and Andersen (1976). The importance to foundation
engineering problems is also well documented (e.g. Clausen
et al., 1975; Randolph & Gourvenec, 2011; Andersen et al.,
2013; Andersen, 2015). When clay is subjected to cyclic
loading, it may undergo significant de-structuration and
accumulation of pore pressure. The undrained shear strength
and stiffness of the clay are then gradually reduced; this
process is often denoted as cyclic degradation.

The NGI procedure accounting for cyclic loading
The Norwegian Geotechnical Institute (NGI) procedure is

based on cyclic laboratory element testing along relevant
stress paths. The applied stress and resulting strain and pore
pressure are divided into cyclic and average parts, as
illustrated in Fig. 1. After several tests with different shear
stress levels and cyclic-to-average shear stress ratios, the
results are interpreted and presented in contour diagrams as
described in Andersen (2015). The diagrams will then
contain information about the relationship between cyclic
shear stress (τcy), average shear stress (τa), cyclic shear strain
(γcy), average shear strain (γa), cyclic pore pressure (ucy),
average pore pressure (ua) and number of cycles (N ). The
diagrams are based on triaxial compression tests, triaxial
extension tests and direct simple shear (DSS) tests (Bjerrum
& Landva, 1966). Fig. 2 shows an example of a full 3D DSS
contour diagram where the cyclic and average shear strain
(γcy and γa) are given as functions of cyclic and average shear
stress (τcy and τa) and number of cycles N.

An extensive database of cyclic laboratory tests exists at
NGI from more than 40 years of offshore geotechnical
engineering and research. Particularly well defined is the
cyclic behaviour of Drammen clay, where data exist for
different overconsolidation ratios (OCRs). The variation
in OCR is made possible by pre-consolidation of the clay
in the test apparatus to different stress levels. This makes
the database representative for a wider range of clays. For

approximations, the results presented herein may therefore be
applicable to clays other than Drammen clay. However, if the
results are used in design, the cyclic behaviour of the clay has
to be compared with the cyclic properties of Drammen clay,
for example by comparing the degradation of the shear
strength as a function of the number of cycles. The cyclic data
of Drammen clay are presented in several publications
(Andersen, 1976, 2004, 2015; Andersen et al., 1980).
Using the contour diagrams, it is possible to account for

the effect of a cyclic shear stress history. An irregular shear
stress history in time is re-organised into a history of ‘shear
stress groups’, where cycles of similar magnitude and average
shear stress are placed in the same group, as described by
Norén-Cosgriff et al. (2015). The re-organised ‘group history’
can then be applied to or followed in contour diagrams
according to the accumulation procedure (Andersen, 2015),
and the number of equivalent cycles,Neq, can be determined.
The physical meaning of Neq, is that a full irregular shear
stress history can be represented by a number of equivalent
cycles (Neq) of a given cyclic and average shear stress. In
boundary value problems, finite-element analysis (FEA) can
be used to determine the Neq in all integration points in the
soil by the undrained cyclic accumulation model (UDCAM)
(Jostad et al., 2014). The spatial variation of Neq can be
substantial in problems that experience a large degree of
stress redistribution – for example, flexible piles in layered
soils (Jostad et al., 2014). However, skirted shallow foun-
dations will normally be relatively stiff compared to the soil
and have a well-defined critical slip surface. In these
problems, Neq is often assumed to be homogeneous in the
near-field foundation soil. The assumption has been used
and validated for GBS design (Andersen et al., 1989, 1993).
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Fig. 1. Definition of cyclic and average (a) shear stress and (b) shear strain (after Andersen, 2015)
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Fig. 2. DSS contour diagram with cyclic (γcy) and average shear strain
(γa) in a 3D space of cyclic shear stress (τcy), average shear stress (τa)
and number of cycles N (after Andersen, 2015)
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The assumption makes it possible to define stress–strain
curves for a ‘global’ Neq and compute the foundation
response representing the same Neq.

FINITE-ELEMENT MODELS AND ANALYSES
The analyses are carried out by the in-house program

HVMcap (Jostad & Andersen, 2015) and the commercially
available software Plaxis 3D AE (Plaxis, 2015). HVMcap is
a quasi-3D program which combines two-dimensional (2D)
FEA with ‘3D side shear contributions’. In the study
presented herein, HVMcap has been used for capacity
analyses and computation of failure envelopes. Plaxis 3D
AE has a complete 3D formulation and has been used to
compute stiffness response. The main reason for using
HVMCap for capacity calculations was to benefit from the
computational speed and cover a larger variety of conditions.
In both programs, the NGI-ADP model (Grimstad et al.,
2012) has been used for modelling the soil. The NGI-ADP
model assumes undrained incompressible soil and has an
anisotropic shear strength failure criterion. The non-linear
shear stress–shear strain response starts with Gmax and
depends further on the applied stress path according to the
anisotropic formulation. The stress–strain curves do not
represent single cycles of loading and unloading, but give the
final response (combined average and cyclic strain at peak
shear stress) which has evolved after N cycles of a given shear
stress amplitude combined with a constant average shear
stress. This approach, which considers the evolving strains
from one or several cycles rather than the actual stress–strain
loop within a single cycle, is consistent with the NGI
procedure for cyclic loading of soils and is well known
from fatigue analyses of metals; it is sometimes referred to
as explicit cyclic modelling (Wichtmann et al., 2009). The
foundation itself and the soil plug between the skirts were
modelled as non-deformable. This simplification excludes
any failure mode involving the soil in-between the skirts.
However, the simplification is intended as internal stiffeners
are often included in design of skirted foundations to ensure
structural integrity and to avoid these types of geotechnical
failure modes. Reference is made to Vulpe (2015) for the
effect of the deformable soil plug. The foundation diameter
D is kept constant at 10 m throughout the paper.

Three-dimensional FE model and analyses
In the 3D FEA, the foundation was modelled as a circular

and perfectly rigid body. To reduce the computational time,
symmetry along the foundation centre was utilised and only
half of the foundation wasmodelled. The side boundaries were
located 90 m from the foundation centre, and the bottom
boundary 60 m below the seabed. The influence of the
boundaries was checked and found to be negligible for the
displacement magnitudes considered in this study. Interface
elements were extended outside the foundation corners to
reduce the discretisation error. The standard ten-noded
tetrahedral element was used to model the soil. The typical
element size around the singular points of the foundation was
,0·5 m. The vertical bearing capacity computed by the 3D
FEA was compared with a 2D axisymmetric analysis on a
model with very fine mesh in Plaxis 2D (Plaxis, 2015). The
comparison indicated an overshoot of , 3% in the 3D FEA.
This is considered to be sufficiently accurate. The soil–structure
interfaces allow for full tension and an interface shear strength
reduction factor α=0·65 was used in all analyses. Reference is
made to Andersen & Jostad (2002) and Chen & Randolph
(2007) for details on the topic of interface strength. Fig. 3
shows a 3D FE-model with a foundation with diameter,
D=10, and a skirt depth, h=10 m.

HVMcap model and analyses
In the HVMcap FEA, the foundation was modelled as a

square foundation with an area equivalent to the circular
foundation area. The program runs a plane strain 2D FEA
with contact surfaces at the two ‘in-plane surfaces’ of the
model. The side shear is then gradually mobilised as a
function of the displacements based on a non-linear hard-
ening function times the direct simple shear strength
multiplied by a side shear factor. The side shear factors
have been calibrated to fit a realistic 3D resistance for a
circular foundation. The program distinguishes between the
side shear factor (rsb) for the in-plane cross-sectional area
of the caisson, and the factor (rss) for the in-plane cross-
sectional area of the soil, which extends the in-plane caisson
cross-section. The principle is illustrated in Fig. 4. The
factors used in the current project are rsb = 0·5 and rss = 0·6,
similar to the values used in the back calculation presented in
Andersen et al. (2005). The study by Jostad & Andersen
(2015) suggests that the factors may be slightly higher for the
considered foundation geometries. It should be highlighted
that the factors do not refer to the interface strength, but
represent a simplified method of accounting for the 3D
effects for the actual failure mode. Separate reduction factors
exist for the soil–structure interfaces. Similar to the 3D FEA,
the soil–structure interfaces allow for full tension and an
interface reduction factor α=0·65 was used in all analyses for
convenience.

D = 10 m
90 m

60 m

h

Symmetric boundary
condition

Fig. 3. Three-dimensional FE model with a foundation with aspect
ratio h/D=1

Side shear
inside caisson
cross-section
footprint (rsb)

Side shear
outside caisson
cross-section
footprint (rss)

Fig. 4. Illustration of the principle of integrated in-plane side shear
resistance, and the separation of side shear factors rsb and rss
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The external side boundaries are fixed in the horizontal
direction and the bottom boundary is fixed in both
horizontal and vertical directions. The side boundaries are
located at a distance 2h from the foundation periphery where
h is the skirt depth, and the bottom boundary is located 2D
below the skirt tip where D is the foundation diameter. Fig. 5
shows the FE model of a foundation with diameter,
D=10 m, and skirt depth, h=10 m.

Verification of FEA
The quasi 3D analyses are approximations to full 3D FEA,

and the results are therefore not given in absolute numbers,
but in a normalised form. This means that the results can be
used by denormalising the results. The accuracy of the FEA
was therefore assessed by comparing computed normalised
failure envelopes. The comparison considered envelopes in
all three load planes (HV, HM and MV). The out-of-plane
load is zero in the HV and MV load planes. The computed
normalised failure envelope in the HM plane was compared
with results available in the literature. The analyses were
carried out with rough soil–skirt contact and h/D=0·5 for a
profile with constant undrained shear strength. The load–
displacement reference point was taken at the skirt tip in this
particular analysis in order to be able to compare the results
with those in the literature. Fig. 6(a) shows the normalised
failure envelopes in the HM load plane at V/Vmax = 0·5
computed by HVMCap (this study) and the envelopes from
former studies (Gourvenec, 2008; Vulpe et al., 2014; Ntritsos
et al., 2015). The strip and square representations in the
referred studies had an aspect ratio of h/B=0·5, where B is
the width of the foundation. In the MV and HV load plane,
3D FEA results were compared with HVMCap results. The
comparison of the failure envelopes in the HV load plane
and MV load plane are shown in Figs 6(b) and 6(c). The
agreement in Fig. 6 is satisfactory for all considered load
planes.

Soil profiles considered
Two profiles, one with constant shear strength and one

with shear strength increasing linearly with depth, were
considered in this study. The profiles with increasing shear
strength had a constant strength, su0, the first metre below the
seabed. The shear strength profiles are illustrated in Fig. 7.

Other comparable studies have typically described the
foundation response at a reference point located at the seabed
or at the skirt tip depth. However, the present study uses an
approximate location of the decoupling point as the load

reference point. This has the advantages of linking displace-
ments to the applied loads in an intuitive manner and
locating the maximum loads along the three main axes. The
location is only an approximation since the exact location of
the decoupling point depends on load combination, load
level, depth to diameter aspect ratio and shear strength
gradient. The point is located 2h/3 below the seabed for
increasing shear strength profiles and h/2 below the seabed
for constant shear strength profiles, where h is the skirt depth.
A horizontal load applied to these points gives pure
horizontal sliding. The locations of the load reference
points are required for the procedure explained later in the
paper, which accounts for the effect of different foundation
geometry on the response.

Soil properties
Drammen clay is a natural, normally consolidated, soft

clay with typical characteristic of plasticity index Ip = 27%,
water content w=52% and a clay fraction of 45–55%. To
extend the database and reflect overconsolidated clays,
samples have been consolidated in the triaxial cell to higher
vertical stress (σ′pc) and unloaded to σ′v. The OCR is then
determined as OCR= σ′pc/σ′v. Complete cyclic contour dia-
grams of Drammen clay with OCR=1, 4 and 40 are
generated in this way and used in the present study.
Reference is made to Bjerrum (1967) and Andersen et al.
(1980) for more information about Drammen clay and the
cyclic testing. In this study, OCR=1 and 4 were used to
represent the linearly increasing shear strength and
OCR=40 was used to represent the profile with constant
shear strength. Table 1 gives the undrained static DSS
strength for the clays used in the analyses assuming the
effective vertical stress σ′v based on the submerged soil weight
of γ′=10 kN/m3. The foundation capacity based on these
shear strength profiles serves as the static reference capacity
or average reference capacity, Fa,ref, which is used for
normalisation of the cyclic capacity presented later.
As stresses are unevenly distributed in the soil around the

foundation, the ratio between cyclic and average shear stress
in a soil element may deviate from the ratio between the
cyclic and average load applied to the foundation. However,
the stresses have to be in equilibrium with the global load,
and the evolving strains have to be compatible along the
failure surface at global failure. In this study, the shear stress–
strain curves were defined prior to the analyses. The stress
paths in the contour diagrams were therefore based on two
simple principles: (a) the ratio between average and cyclic
foundation loads are equal to the ratio between average and
cyclic shear stresses in the DSS element; (b) the compression
and extension stress paths in the triaxial contour diagram are
dictated by the evolving strains in the DSS element. These
assumptions have been checked and found acceptable
throughout the analyses by the advanced soil model
UDCAM (Jostad et al., 2014). The simplification provides
a relation between τcy/τa on the soil element level and Fcy/Fa
on the foundation level. Results will hereafter be denoted
with cyclic and average foundation loads rather than stresses.
Fig. 8 shows an example of data points from contour
diagrams and corresponding curve fit with the soil model
representing the case Neq = 1, Fy/Fa = 1 and OCR=1.

EFFECT OF CYCLIC CAPACITY ON
UNIAXIAL LOADING
The effect of cyclic loading was first studied by considering

uniaxial loading along the load axes V, H and M. The
capacities were computed for different numbers of equivalent
cycles, Neq, and different cyclic-to-average load ratios. The

D 2h

2D

h

Interface elements between
structure and soil

Fully fixed
boundary

Roller boundaries

Fig. 5. HVMCap FE model with a foundation with aspect ratio
h/D=1
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ratio between the cyclic and average load component is
quantified as the cyclic-to-total load ratio, Fcy/(Fcy +Fa),
since this quantity conveniently varies between 0 and 1. Total
cyclic capacity refers to the combined capacity from both the
average and the cyclic load component, Fcy +Fa, analogous
to the definition on peak shear stress explained in Fig. 1. The
capacity under monotonically increasing loads at standard
laboratory test rate, henceforth referred to as static reference

capacity, Fa,ref = [Va,ref, Ha,ref, Ma,ref ], was computed and
used for normalisation of the cyclic capacity for the relevant
load component.
Figure 9 shows the normalised cyclic capacity for different

cyclic-to-total load ratios as a function of the equivalent
number of cycles, Neq. The cyclic capacity reduces as a
function ofNeq for all cyclic-to-total load ratios and values of
OCR. The figure contains normalised capacities for all three

HVMCap FEA (Strip with integrated side shear)
Square after Ntritsos et al. (2015)
Strip after Gourvenec (2008)
Circular after Vulpe (2014)
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Fig. 7. Illustration of the two soil profiles considered. (a) Normally consolidated to lightly overconsolidated site (OCR=1 and 4) with increasing
strength Δsu/Δz and load applied 2h/3 below seabed. (b) Heavily overconsolidated clay (OCR=40) with constant shear strength su,c and load
applied h/2 below seabed
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uniaxial load components (V, H, M ). However, the normal-
ised values of the three load components are almost identical
and no distinction was made between them to improve the
readability. The similarity means that the reduction is nearly
independent of the load component for a given Fcy/(Fcy +Fa)
and OCR. As shown in Fig. 9(a), the normalised capacities
for OCR=1 and 4 almost coincide. Thus, common trend
lines are suggested for the three cyclic-to-total load ratios
valid for both OCR=1 and OCR=4. Three separate lines
are given for OCR=40 in Fig. 9(b). The results in the figures
reflect the cyclic behaviour of the Drammen clay and its
degradation. The degradation is different for triaxial com-
pression, extension and DSS soil elements for OCR=1 and 4
(Andersen et al., 1980). However, the total degradation
behaviour computed for the foundation force resultant are
similar for OCR=1 and 4 when the capacities are normal-
ised by Fa,ref for the relevant OCR.

Figures 9(a) and 9(b) also show that, for OCR=1 and 4,
the normalised cyclic capacity is higher than 1 for low values
of Neq. This observation agrees with the cyclic behaviour at
soil element level and is due to the effect of strain rate
(Bjerrum et al., 1958; Richardson & Whitman, 1963). Cyclic
tests are run with a stress cycle period representative for
wave loading with a period T=10 s, which is faster than
conventional static laboratory tests. For OCR=40, signifi-
cant degradation is present even in the first cycle.

FAILURE ENVELOPES FOR COMBINED STATIC
AND CYCLIC GENERAL LOADING
Effect of cyclic loading and shear strength profile
In line with the trend revealed in the previous section, the

size of the failure envelopes depends on the number of
equivalent cycles, Neq and the ratio of cyclic-to-total load.
Fig. 10 shows an example of failure envelopes for a skirted
foundation with h=D=10 m and the soil profile with
increasing shear strength given by OCR=1. The failure
envelope is plotted in the HV load plane (for M=0) for
different Neq (= 1, 10 and 100) and Fcy/(Fcy +Fa) (= 1, 2/3,
1/2). The yield surface contracts for increasing Neq for all
Fcy/(Fcy +Fa).
Failure envelopes are often presented in a normalised

form. This is convenient since the normalised envelopes
become general envelopes applicable to various foundation
sizes. Fig. 10 shows the failure envelopes from the same cases
normalised by the maximum capacities Vmax, Hmax and
Mmax, with out-of-plane load equal to zero. Normalised
failure envelopes from three other analyses are also included
in Fig. 11. These represent the results of two analyses with
increasing shear strength profiles representing OCR=4,
Neq = 1, Fcy/(Fcy +Fa) = 2/3 and OCR=4, Neq = 10,
Fcy/(Fcy +Fa) = 1, and one analysis with constant shear
strength profile representing OCR=40, Neq = 10,
Fcy/(Fcy +Fa) = 1. The first case has the highest shear strength
gradient with depth in this study and a higher cyclic strength
than the static shear strength due to the beneficial combi-
nation of cyclic and average load. This means that the plot
includes cases from both ends of the range considered in the
study. The normalised envelopes in the three load planes
(HV, MV and HM plane) show a visible variation, but are
tightly grouped.
The normalised failure envelopes for constant shear

strength were found to differ from the envelopes for
increasing shear strength profiles.
The different reference point for the two profiles is

obviously one reason for the different shape of the failure
envelopes. It was orignally an aim of the study to unify the
normalised failure envelopes for constant and increasing
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Neq: (a) OCR=1 and 4; (b) OCR=40

Table 1. Undrained DSS shear strength for different OCRs

Profile with
increasing shear
strength

Profile with constant shear
strength

OCR=1 OCR=4 OCR=40
su
DSS 0·21σ′v 1·0σ′v 58 kPa
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shear strength profiles by adjustig the reference point
depending on profile and aspect ratio in line with the work
by Fan et al. (2012). However, the results from the FEA
showed that such a unification was only partly possible since
the envelopes did not coincide for the whole load range. The
idea of a complete unification of all failure envelopes, by
adjusting the reference point individually for all cases
considered, was therefore abandoned. The load reference
points were still kept at two different depths for the two
different profiles, as defined earlier in the paper. This ensured
that the maximum horizontal load was located on the
horizontal load axis (M=0) as required by the scaling
procedure explained later in the paper.
The agreement between the normalised envelopes for

increasing shear strength profiles is sufficient to consider
the shape to be similar for the range of Neq considered in the
study (1–100). This implies that the shape representative for
Neq = 1 can be scaled to otherNeq. An important assumption
in the analyses is that the global Neq is uniform for all three
loading directions. However, the approach may be a bit too
conservative if one loading component dominates the
degradation process while the maximum load to be assessed
by the failure envelope has avery different load combination.
The variations in Neq and Fcy/(Fcy +Fa) are implemented

in the analyses by defining the relevant cyclic stress–strain
relation and cyclic shear strength profile. The results are
therefore comparable with existing studies on the effect of

shear strength heterogeneity. The extensive study by
Gourvenec & Barnett (2011) supports the observations that
the normalised failure envelopes for skirted foundations are
placed within a narrow band in the HV plane and the MV
plane. However, Gourvenec & Barnett (2011) observe greater
effect on the soil strength homogeneity in theHM plane. This
observation is still not in disagreement with the present study,
since Gourvenec & Barnett (2011) also consider shear
strength profiles with higher shear strength at the seabed
than the profiles considered herein.

Load axis symmetry of the failure envelopes
The undrained response in the HV plane and MV plane is

symmetric around all axes, assuming full reversed end
bearing for tension loads (Mana et al., 2013). Hence, one
quadrant gives a full description of the full 360° failure
envelope. However, the envelope in the HM plane is
symmetric only around the horizontal axis, and it is therefore
necessary to show 180° of the failure envelope to describe the
response for all combinations. This observation agrees with
the findings in the experimental and numerical studies by
Martin (1994), Gourvenec & Barnett (2011) and Ibsen et al.
(2014), which find the failure envelope in theHM plane to be
non-symmetric. The lack of symmetry is related to the
different modes of failure evolving for load combinations in
the different quadrants. Fig. 12 shows the 360° normalised
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Fig. 10. Failure envelopes for differentNeq in theHV plane (M=0) for a skirted foundation geometry, h=D=10 m and increasing shear strength
with depth (OCR=1). The cyclic-to-total load ratio is constant within a figure: (a) Fcy/(Fcy+Fa) = 1; (b) Fcy/(Fcy+Fa) = 2/3;
(c) Fcy/(Fcy+Fa) = 1/2
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failure envelope in the HM plane for a skirted foundation
with h/D=1 (h=10 m, D=10 m), OCR=1,
Fcy/(Fa +Fcy) = 1/2 and Neq = 1. The modes of failure for
different combinations of HM loading are also indicated in
the figure. The convenience of the chosen load reference
point is nicely illustrated in the figure as it intuitively relates
the different quadrants to the different failure modes.

Effect of foundation geometry
The failure envelopes from analyses of skirted foundations

with four different aspect ratios, h/D, are shown in Figs 13
and 14. The variation in aspect ratio was obtained by varying
the skirt depth, h, while the diameter, D=10 m, was kept
constant. The figures include failure envelopes for profiles
with increasing and constant shear strength. In agreement
with Gourvenec & Barnett (2011), it was found that the effect
of aspect ratio was negligible in theHV plane, and visible but
still limited to a relatively narrow band in the VM plane.
Envelopes in the positive quadrant of the HM plane show
more significant dependency. The range for which the
maximum horizontal load is independent of the moment
load increases as the aspect ratio reduces for both constant
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and increasing shear strength profiles. The figure also shows
the non-symmetric nature of the failure envelope.

DISPLACEMENT CONTOURS
More information can be included in the diagrams by

adding contours of displacement. The diagrams can then be
used to determine the displacement and the stiffness for
combined loading in addition to the capacity. It was
convenient to normalise the vertical and horizontal displace-
ment with the foundation diameter (D) and the sum of the
foundation diameter and skirt depth (D+ h). For cases with
similar foundation aspect ratio, similar shear strength profile
and soil stress–strain behaviour, the normalisation method
brings the curves within a relatively narrow band. The
moment–rotation curves coincide well without normalising
the rotation if the moment load is normalised by the
maximum moment.
A great number of analyses were carried out in HVMCap

to establish a database of diagrams with normalised
displacement response to general cyclic loading. For the
specific displacement results included in the paper, 3D FEAs
were carried out to ensure the reliability of the results. A
foundation geometry of h=10 m and D=10 m was used as
the base case for all the diagrams in the database. As an
example of this database, Fig. 15 shows a 3D illustration of
surface contours in a 3D load space based on HVMCap
analyses. Only one-quarter of the full 3D space is shown for
clarity. A simple Matlab (Mathworks, 2017) routine extracts
values from these diagrams for a specified load path and
provides curves of normalised load–displacement response.
By plotting 2D cross-sections from the 3D surfaces, the
contours can be read out of the diagrams manually. The
diagrams can be used for approximate preliminary calcu-
lations of foundation stiffness. Fig. 16 shows 2D cross-
sections of the response where the out-of-plane load is zero
for a foundation geometry h/D=1, linearly increasing shear
strength and soil stress–strain response representing
Drammen clay with OCR=4, Neq = 10 and cyclic-to-total
load, Fcy/(Fcy +Fa) = 1. The normalised displacements that
correspond to the in-plane loads are drawn as contour lines.
The values of the displacement contours are given below each
figure. The figures show that the displacement contours
adapt to the shape of the failure envelope when the
mobilisation increases. However, at lower mobilisation, the
displacements and rotations show a quite different inter-
action with the loads in other directions, for example the
dependency of rotational contours on the vertical load.

USE OF DATABASE
The displacement diagrams are accompanied by simplified

scaling procedures that make a set of diagrams (e.g. Fig. 16)
applicable to a wider range of conditions. The scaling
procedures relate the contours in a set of diagrams to

(a) foundations with different aspect ratio (within the range
of 0·25, h/D, 1·5)

(b) foundations in clay with different load–displacement
response (e.g. due to different stress–strain soil response)

(c) different levels of cyclic degradation.

The latter, effect of cyclic degradation, is accounted for by
utilising the information in Fig. 9 (effect of Neq). The first
two scaling procedures are somewhat more complex and are
explained in the following sections.

Scaling displacement for general loading based on response
along the main axes
Foundations in soil with different soil stress–strain behav-

iour will have different normalised load–displacement curves.
The difference will affect the displacement response for any
load combination. In addition, differences in the shear
strength profiles and foundation aspect ratio may also
change the normalised load–displacement curve even if the
soil’s stress–strain response is the same. To accurately account
for these changes, it is necessary to run a full set of analyses
along different load paths to establish a new diagram.
However, as a simplification, it is possible to account for
the difference in load–displacement response by updating
displacement diagrams based on a scaling function. The
parameters in the scaling function are defined through the
load–displacement response in the three uniaxial load
directions, and the defined set of parameters will relate to a
specific problem. The procedure makes it possible to describe
displacements in a complete 3D load space based on
information from three uniaxial response curves. The
procedure requires a base diagram with displacement con-
tours denoted uv, uh and θ. In this paper, Fig. 16 will serve as
the base diagram. The corresponding scaled displacements
are henceforth denoted u*v, u*h and θ*. The two sets of
displacements are related through the scaling function ζ and
can be written as

u*v ¼ ζ vuv
u*h ¼ ζ huh
θ* ¼ ζ θθ

ð1Þ

where ζ v, ζ h, ζ θ are expressed generally as ζ for all the three
DOF as

ζ ¼ λþ β1
u
uf

� �
þ β2

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
u=uf

p
1þ ðu=ufÞ

" #
ð2Þ

where λ, β1, β2 are curve-fit parameters; u is one of the
displacement variables (uv, uh and θ); and uf is the normal-
isation reference for the displacement component under
consideration. The scaling function is simple but flexible.
λ gives the possibility of applying a constant scaling of
the curve. β1ðu=uf Þ gives the possibility of linear scaling
as a function of the displacement u normalised by the
failure displacement uf, while the latter part,

β2 2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
u=uf

p
= 1þ ðu=ufÞ½ �

n o
adds non-linearity to the scaling

function. The scaling function has the value, ζ = λ+ β1 + β2,
when u=uf ¼ 1. The shape of the scaling function and the
influence of some of the parameters are shown in Fig. 17. In
design situations, engineers face large variations in soil
profiles and soil stress–strain behaviour. To make the deter-
mination of function parameters efficient, an optimisation
routine was written in Matlab (Mathworks, 2017) to auto-
mate this fitting. However, the parameters may also be
determined by trial and error. Fig. 18 shows normalised
load–displacement curves from uniaxial load paths in Fig. 16

M

H

V

Fig. 15. Example of surface displacement contours in a 3D load space
for a skirted foundation
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and how these are scaled by equation (1) to fit the response
from two examples. The responses for these examples
were computed by 3D FEA. A set of scaling parameters
was established for each example. Example 1 represents
a foundation with aspect ratio h/D=1·0, increasing
shear strength with depth and OCR=4, Neq = 10 and
Fcy/(Fcy +Fa) = 0·67. Example 2 is relevant for the back-
calculation of a model test considered later in the paper. The
foundation aspect ratio was h/D=0·25, and the bottom
boundaries were located at the depth 0·53D. The stress–strain
behaviour represented a Moum clay with OCR=3·4,
Neq = 10, Fcy/(Fcy +Fa) = 1, and the shear strength profile
was modelled according to the model test. The model test
geometry is shown later in Fig. 22, and more details of the
test and the Moum clay are given in the section considering
the back-calculation. The scaling parameters (λ, β1, β2, uf)
were determined for the two examples and the values are
given in Table 2. With the parameters defined for ζ v, ζ h and
ζ θ, the displacements for any given general load path can be
scaled by equation (1). Fig. 19 shows the accuracy of the

procedure estimating the response of a general load path
for example 1. The load ratio applied to Fig. 16(b) was
h′/v′=0·89 where h′=H/Hmax and v′=V/Vmax. The load–
displacement response computed directly by 3D FEA for the
exact load path is shown for comparison in Fig. 19. The
agreement is good. Several similar comparisons were carried
out to investigate the reliability of the scaling procedure for
different load paths and to account for different soil stress–
strain behaviour. Good agreement was observed in these
comparisons.

Scaling displacement diagrams according to foundation
aspect ratio
The effect of aspect ratio in the HV plane and MV plane

are considered sufficiently small to be neglected. Based on
the HVMCap analyses behind Fig. 14, a set of diagrams was
derived for scaling displacement contours in theHM plane to
the foundation aspect ratio of interest. It was chosen to base
the scaling on values to be added to the basis response
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Fig. 16. Normalised displacement contours for different cyclic-to-total load ratios in the three load planes with out-of-plane load equal to zero for
a skirted foundation with aspect ratio h/D=1, linear increasing shear strength, Drammen clay with OCR=4 and Neq = 10 (the value of the
normalised contours are given below each figure): (a) HM load plane; (b) HV load plane; (c) MV load plane
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diagrams in Fig. 16. For the sake of simplicity, these addends
were

(a) based on changes in contours at high mobilisation
(failure)

(b) given as a function of the load component
perpendicular to the displacement direction
(which means that changes in horizontal displacement
contours were related solely to normalised moment
load, and vice versa).

For other cross-sections along the vertical load axis, the
horizontal load and moment can be normalised by the
maximum loads in the respective cross-section, since
the shape of the failure envelope in theHM plane is relatively
constant with the vertical load (Gourvenec & Barnett, 2011).
Four diagrams of addends have been established to scale the
response diagrams in Fig. 16 to diagrams representing other
foundation aspect ratios. Two diagrams are given for linearly
increasing shear strength profiles, and two diagrams are given
for constant shear strength profiles. The diagrams are shown
in Fig. 20 and give addends expressed as normalised load
values (gh, gθ), which should be added to the load value in the
basis diagrams (e.g. Fig. 16). Each contour line (horizontal
displacement, uh, and rotation, θ) will then be scaled
(or translated) in the normalised load space from its original
position in load space to the updated position in load space,
based on the addends gh and gθ. In normalised form, the
scaling or update is simply described as

h′upd m′; uhð Þ ¼ h′ m′; uhð Þ þ gh m′; h=Dð Þ
m′upd h′; θð Þ ¼ m′ h′; θð Þ þ gθ h′; h=Dð Þ ð3Þ

where h′=H/Hmax, m′=M/Mmax and h/D is the foundation
aspect ratio. To demonstrate the accuracy of the suggested
scaling procedure, Fig. 21 compares two response diagrams.
Fig. 21(a) shows a diagram scaled from h/D=1 to h/D=0·25.
The contours were scaled (or translated) from their original
position in Fig. 16(a) based on equation (3) and the addends gh
and gθ in Fig. 20(a). Fig. 21(b) shows a response diagram with
the displacement contours based directly on 3D FEA with
correct foundation geometry. One original contour (θ=0·008)
from Fig. 16(a) is included in Fig. 21(a) for illustration. The

same contour is shown in Figs 21(a) and 21(b) after scaling.
The example shows that the simplified scaling laws reflect the
most important change, that is the expansion of the diagram to
higher combinations of positive horizontal and moment load.
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horizontal, vertical and moment loading
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The prediction of displacements will therefore be more
accurate close to failure than at low mobilisation levels.
However, the accuracy of the scaling procedure reduces when
the difference between the ‘new’ aspect ratio and the original
aspect ratio increases. The example demonstrates scaling to an
aspect ratio of 0·25 from 1·0, which is the largest difference
possible with the data given herein.

Example: back-calculation of model test
Amodel test was back-calculated to demonstrate the usage

and the accuracy of the database and the procedure. The
model test described in Dyvik et al. (1989) and Andersen
et al. (1989) was set up to verify the NGI procedure prior to
the design of the Troll A GBS (Skjaeveland et al., 1994). As
described in Skau & Jostad (2014), the test is also comparable
to a monopod skirted foundation for an offshore wind
turbine. The model test geometry, shown in Fig. 22, consists
of a circular foundation partly embedded in clay. The clay
(from Moum in Norway) was re-consolidated by a uniform
vertical stress. After consolidation, swelling was prevented by
closing the drainage valves and covering the top of the
sample by an oil film. During testing, the vertical effective

Table 2. Parameter values for displacement scaling

Example case Displacement
component

Parameters in the scaling
function

λ β1 β2 uf

OCR=40, Neq = 10, Fcy /(Fcy+Fa) = 2/3, h/D=1·0, increasing shear strength
with depth

ζ v 1·40 0·80 0·40 0·10
ζ h 1·60 1·00 0·45 0·06
ζ θ 1·50 0·20 0·10 0·45

Moum clay, Neq = 10, Fcy/(Fcy+Fa) = 1, h/D=0·25, model test boundaries and
shear strength profile

ζ v 0·20 0·04 �0·14 0·06
ζ h 0·80 1·30 �0·90 0·02
ζ θ 0·80 1·30 �0·80 0·07
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stress was around 13 kPa at 50 mm depth giving an
OCR=3·4, and su

DSS = 6·2 kPa at the clay surface and
8 kPa at skirt tip level. The foundation was subjected to
cyclic loading at 1g condition. More details about the test
can be found in the referred papers. The back-calculated test
denoted test 2 in the original papers was run with perfect
two-way cyclic horizontal loading and the vertical load equal
to approximately 10–15% of the static vertical bearing
capacity. The vertical load was neglected in the back-
calculation for simplicity.
One estimate of the load–displacement response was based

solely on the Drammen clay response diagrams in Fig. 16
and the scaling diagrams in Fig. 20. This represents a rough
estimate where only the static vertical, horizontal and moment
capacity were required input and the remaining information
was taken from the diagrams in the paper (cyclic degradation,
foundation aspect ratio and load path). In addition, a more
refined estimate was carried out based on cyclic degradation

for the Moum clay, and by scaling of displacements by the
factors established from the uniaxial responses. Both estimates
are explained by the following steps.

(a) The diagram in Fig. 16(a) represents OCR=4,
Fcy/(Fcy+Fa) = 1 and increasing shear strength profile.
The model test strength profile has an increasing shear
strength with depth. However, it also has a significant
shear strength at the clay surface, making it different
from the increasing shear strength profiles considered
in Fig. 16. A reasonable approach is to consider the
model test soil profile to be in-between a constant
strength profile and a linear increasing profile. Thus,
the diagram was scaled by equation (3) considering both
alternatives: Alt. 1 – scaled by the addends relevant
for an increasing shear strength profile (addends
from Figs 20(a) and 20(c); the scaled diagram is shown
in Fig. 21(a)); Alt. 2 – scaled by the addends relevant
for a constant shear strength profile (addends from
Figs 20(b) and 20(d)).

(b) The loads applied to the test model were transferred to
the reference point at 2h/3 (Alt. 1) and h/2 (Alt. 2)
depth. This gave a ratio of horizontal load over
moment load:H/M=2·158 for reference point 2h/3 and
H/M=2·24 for reference point h/2.

(c) To determine the load path in the response diagram,
the load ratio has to be normalised by the ratio between
the corresponding uniaxial failure loads. The static
or average failure loads for themodel test were calculated
by HVMCap FEA: Ha,ref = 2244 N and
Ma,ref = 420 Nm. For the model test conditions, with
low h/D ratio, the average failure loads were similar
for both load reference points. The capacities gave a ratio
between the static horizontal and moment failure loads
equalHa,ref/Ma,ref = 5·343. The load path to be applied in
the relevant response diagram was then calculated as

H=Hmax

M=Mmax
¼ H=M

Ha;ref=Ma;ref
¼ 2�158

5�343 ¼ 0�404

H=Ha;ref

M=Ma;ref
¼ H=M

Ha;ref=Ma;ref
¼ 2�24

5�343 ¼ 0�420
ð4Þ

400 mm

200 mm
95 mm

Skirts into soil

Applied load
Test 1,2,3 and 5

Test 4
300 mm 400 mm

Fig. 22. Illustration of the test model geometry
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h/D=0·25); (b) computed diagram by 3D FEA for h/D=0·25
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for the reference point at 2h/3 depth (Alt. 1) and h/2
depth (Alt. 2), respectively.

(d ) The ratios found in equation (4) were then applied
as load paths in the updated response diagram.
For illustration, the path representative for the
reference point 2h/3 (Alt. 1) is indicated by the arrow in
Fig. 21(a). Based on the contour lines being crossed by
this load path, a normalised load–displacement curve
was extracted.

(e) At this stage, the normalised curve could have been
scaled by equation (1). For the rough estimate,
no such scaling was performed and the normalised
load–displacement response was used directly. In the
refined estimate, the rotation was scaled by equation (1)
based on the parameters in Table 2.

( f ) The loads in the normalised curves were then
de-normalised by the static failure loads (Fa,ref) and the
ratio between cyclic capacity (Fcy +Fa) and Fa,ref,
according to Neq for the curve representing
Fcy/(Fcy +Fa) = 1 in Fig. 9(a). The strain accumulation
procedure for the model test shows that Neq varies
through the loading history between Neq = 10 and
N=38 (Andersen et al., 1989). This means that the two
values represent an upper and lower bound of the
response throughout the history. The values of 0·85 and
0·69 was found to represent Neq of 10 and 40 according
to the curves representing Drammen clay OCR=1 and
4 in Fig. 9(a). The cyclic degradation of Moum clay has
not been as extensively studied as the Drammen clay.
However, cyclic degradation ratios ((Fcy +Fa)/Fa,ref)
were established specifically for Neq = 10 and 40 based
on HVMCap results. The Moum clay was found to
have cyclic degradation ratios of 1·03 for Neq = 10 and
0·84 for Neq = 40, which are approximately 20% higher
than for Drammen clay.

(g) The horizontal displacements were finally
de-normalised according to the foundation geometry
(diameter, D, and skirt depth, h).

Through the described steps, eight sets of load–displacement
curves have been established representing Neq = 10 or 40,
scaling based on increasing strength profile (Alt. 1) or
constant strength profile (Alt. 2) and cyclic degradation
based on Drammen clay OCR=4, Fcy/(Fcy +Fa) = 1 and
Moum clay OCR=3·4, Fcy/(Fcy +Fa) = 1. Fig. 23 shows the
computed and measured cyclic amplitude of the rotations as
a function of the horizontal load. The comparison reveals
that the calculation procedures based on Drammen clay
under-predict the stiffness and capacity. This is the case for
both Alt. 1 and Alt. 2. The load–displacement response
based on Moum clay shows a relatively good agreement with
the measurements. The agreement shows that the procedures
are capable of predicting the model test response relatively
accurately. There are two likely reasons for the disagreement
between the estimate based on Drammen clay and the model
test measurements. First, the strength of Drammen clay
OCR=1 and 4 reduces more rapidly than Moum clay when
subjected to cyclic loading. Second, the calculation pro-
cedure reduces the stiffness due to cyclic loading at low
mobilisation levels equal to the stiffness reduction close to
failure. This is a simplification, as the cyclic degradation
increases with mobilisation and the initial stiffness is
unaffected by Neq (Andersen et al., 1980). The disagreement
may also reflect inaccuracy in the measurements as discussed
in Jostad & Andresen (2009). The comparison also shows
that the moment–rotation response calculated by Alt. 1 and
Alt. 2 is almost similar for the foundation geometry
considered. The comparison with Moum clay, which is
more resistant to cyclic degradation than the Drammen clay

OCR=1 and 4, illustrates the importance of including results
from cyclic tests on the actual soil. The relevance of the data
presented herein should therefore be evaluated by comparing
the degradation behaviour specifically.

CONCLUSIONS
The response of skirted foundations subjected to com-

bined static and cyclic general loading has been studied based
on FEA and the cyclic behaviour of Drammen clay as
described by the NGI procedure for cyclic loading. The study
has focused on failure envelopes, their sensitivity to cyclic
degradation, foundation geometry and shear strength pro-
files, and finally cyclic displacement response and scaling
procedures for usage of response diagrams to estimate
stiffness. The investigation has led to a framework that can
be used to estimate foundation response. The results can also
serve as the basis for developments of macro elements.
The computed uniaxial foundation capacities for the

different combinations of cyclic-to-total load ratio and
number of equivalent cycles for Drammen clay with
OCR=1, 4 and 40 have been used to define trend lines
which quantify the reduction in foundation capacity due to
cyclic loading. The reduction is expressed as the cyclic
capacity normalised by the static reference capacity
(Fcy +Fa)/Fa,ref. The differences in the cyclic degradation for
vertical, horizontal and moment loading were negligible,
thus the same reduction ratio can be applied to all load
components. It was also demonstrated that the normalised
reductions in capacity were very similar for Drammen clay
with OCR=1 and 4. Degradation trend lines valid for
OCR=1 and 4 were therefore suggested. Separate degra-
dation trend lines were given for OCR=40. The diagrams are
efficient for estimating the effect of cyclic degradation on the
foundation level when theNeq has been determined by NGI’s
cyclic accumulation procedure.
It was found that changes in cyclic-to-total load ratio and

number of equivalent cycles, for a given foundation aspect
ratio, had limited effect on the shape of the failure envelopes.
A distinct difference in the shape of the failure envelope was
found by comparing profiles with constant and increasing
shear strength with depth. The observed agreement between
the failure surfaces makes it possible to scale the failure
envelope from a static reference failure envelope to the
relevant cyclic degradation (expressed by Neq and
cyclic-to-total load ratio) without changing the shape of
the failure envelope.
The paper further demonstrates how contours of displace-

ments can be included in the diagrams. These contours give
more complete information of the foundation response. The
displacement contours clearly show that the interactions
between the load components change, depending on the
global mobilisation. For demonstration, a database of
foundation response has been established for a reference
case with aspect ratio h/D=1 and cyclic degradation
Neq = 10. The reference case database contains the normal-
ised response for different OCRs and cyclic-to-total load
ratios (OCR=1, 4 and 40, cyclic-to-total load ratio
Fcy/(Fcy +Fcy) = 1, 2/3, 1/2 and 1). The database was
accompanied by a procedure to make the database applicable
for a wider range of foundation geometries (size and aspect
ratio of the foundation), a procedure to account for
differences in the load–displacement response due to differ-
ent stress–strain relationships and a procedure to account for
cyclic degradation.
The application of the procedure was demonstrated by

back-calculating the load–displacement response of a 1g
model test. The back-calculation showed that the procedure
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works as intended, but that the results may be improved with
site-specific cyclic data.
The displacement diagram and the procedures presented in

the paper provide a framework for estimating the response of
skirted foundations for general cyclic loading. The frame-
work offers different levels of sophistication, from compu-
tation of response in the full 3D load space by a set of FEA
including exact conditions for the considered problem, to
simplified procedures utilising a base response diagram and
the scaling procedures to account for the different effects.
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NOTATION
D foundation diameter
F load vector consisting of V, H, M
Fa average load

Fa,ref static reference capacity vector [Va,ref, Ha,ref, Ma,ref ]
Fcy cyclic load amplitude

gh,const addends for horizontal displacement contours for profiles
with constant shear strength

gh,inc addends for horizontal displacement contours for profiles
with increasing shear strength with depth

gθ,const addends for rotational displacement contours for profiles
with constant shear strength

gθ,inc addends for rotational displacement contours for profiles
with increasing shear strength with depth

H horizontal load of the foundation’s reference point
Hmax maximum horizontal load (uniaxial vertical capacity)

h foundation skirt depth
h′ vertical load, V, normalised by Vmax
h′ horizontal load, H, normalised by Hmax

h′upd normalised horizontal load updated by the procedure
accounting for aspect ratio

M moment load of foundation’s reference point
Mmax maximum moment load (uniaxial vertical capacity)

m′ moment load, M normalised by Mmax
m′upd normalised moment load updated by the procedure

accounting for aspect ratio
N number of cycles

Neq equivalent number of cycles
rss, rsb three-dimensional side shear factors

su,c constant shear strength
su0 undrained shear strength at seabed
su
C undrained direct simple shear strength

su
DSS undrained direct simple shear strength
u general displacement variable in ζ representing uv, uh or θ
ua average pore pressure
ucy cyclic pore pressure amplitude
uf reference displacement in ζ representing uv,f, uh,f or θf
uh horizontal displacement of foundation’s reference point
uv vertical displacement of foundation’s reference point
V vertical load of foundation’s reference point

Vmax maximum vertical load (uniaxial vertical capacity)
α soil skirt interface reduction factor

β1, β2, λ parameters in the scaling function, ζ
γa average strain stress
γcy cyclic shear strain amplitude
ζ scaling function expressed generally for any of the three

degrees of freedom
ζ h scaling function for the horizontal displacement
ζ v scaling function for the vertical displacement
ζ θ scaling function for the rotation

θ foundation rotation
σ′pc vertical preconsolidation pressure
σ′v vertical effective stress
τa average shear stress
τcy cyclic shear stress amplitude
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